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you can use this tool to change the boot logo of windows 10. however, you
are not allowed to change the boot logo if you are using the windows 10x

operating system. so, if you are using windows 10x, you should not use this
tool to change the boot logo. the vault startup screen can be customized to

enhance the brand awareness of the product and/or solution. protectli
provides a windows tool that can be used to change ami bios and customize
the splash screen. please note that this tool is not compatible with coreboot.
now, if you want to change the boot logo, then you will need to change the

source of the boot logo image. but, again, it's impossible to change that boot
logo for normal users. ms has gone out of it's way to force users to have a
monochrome logo on a black background. they hardcoded the logo deep
within the bootres.dll file and hardcoded the background color extremelly

deep within multiple unrelated system files and locked the whole bunch with
propietary signatures to ensure no one customizes that. and they put

recoded versions of those files in most of the updates that you get through
windows update, as an extra measure to undo and thwart any customization
done to that part of the os. so, if you want to change the boot logo, then you

will need to change the source of the boot logo image. but, again, it's
impossible to change that boot logo for normal users. ms has gone out of it's
way to force users to have a monochrome logo on a black background. they

hardcoded the logo deep within the bootres.dll file and hardcoded the
background color extremelly deep within multiple unrelated system files and

locked the whole bunch with propietary signatures to ensure no one
customizes that. and they put recoded versions of those files in most of the
updates that you get through windows update, as an extra measure to undo

and thwart any customization done to that part of the os.
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as you can see in the
screenshot above, vault gives
you the choice of many logo
colors, and this is what you

can do with it. you can choose
from hundreds of images, so,
try to choose an image that
best represent your product,
and if it doesn’t fit with your
company’s branding, then go
for a different one. the splash

screen also has a few
parameters that you can edit,
like size and dimensions. for
example, you can choose to

display the logo at the top left
of the screen, or middle, or
the bottom right corner. you
can also change the splash
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screen image location and
color. by default, vault will
rotate the images in the

splash screen. to change the
boot splash screen, you will
have to download and install

vault. to install it, you will
have to extract the zip file,

and then copy and paste the
vault file to the system

startup folder. once this is
done, you can go to the vault
menu and select settings to

change the boot splash
screen. the background of the
logo is a bitmap of the image.
you can use any image editor
to edit the image. any image
editor will work. i have used
photoshop cs6, gimp, and

paint.net. the image has to be
less than 1.4 mb. it will be
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saved in the.bmp format. i
also recommend taking

screenshots of the
background of the logo that

you want to use. you can use
a program like windows

snipping tool to take
screenshots. you can also just

capture the screen of your
computer. this tutorial will

walk you through the process
of replacing the windows 10
splash screen with a custom
image. this process involves

using the windows
troubleshooting tool to repair

the windows boot files and
registry, and then using the

windows update tool to
download a boot.wim file that

you can use to restore the
bootloader. 5ec8ef588b
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